
Name: __________________   Date: ___________ 

 

Spelling List 31 
Occupations 

 
 

1. dentist 

2. carpenter 

3. chef 

4. librarian 

5. illustrator 

6. designer 

7. firefighter 

8. policeman 

9. cashier 

10.server 

11. fisherman 

12. mechanic 

13. landscaper 

14. teacher 

15. mayor 

16. artist 

17. butcher 

18. baker 

19. nurse 

20.pilot 

Bonus Word: astronaut 



Spelling Week 31 

Occupations 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, put your spelling words in ABC order. 

dentist carpenter chef librarian 

illustrator designer firefighter policeman 

cashier server fisherman mechanic 

landscaper teacher mayor artist 

butcher baker nurse pilot 

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling words. Underline the 

spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: ______________________ 

 

#: ____________ 



Spelling List 31 

-Occupations 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, write the spelling words at least 3 times each on the lines. 
 

1.  dentist____________________________________________________ 

2.  carpenter__________________________________________________ 

3.  chef______________________________________________________ 

4.  librarian___________________________________________________ 

5.  illustrator__________________________________________________ 

6.  designer___________________________________________________ 

7.  firefighter__________________________________________________ 

8.  policeman_________________________________________________ 

9.  cashier____________________________________________________ 

10. server____________________________________________________ 

11. fisherman_________________________________________________ 

12. mechanic__________________________________________________ 

13. landscaper_________________________________________________ 

14. teacher___________________________________________________ 

15. mayor____________________________________________________ 

16. artist_____________________________________________________ 

17. butcher___________________________________________________ 

18. baker_____________________________________________________ 

19. nurse_____________________________________________________ 

20. pilot______________________________________________________ 

 

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling 

words. Underline the spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to 

use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: _____________________ 

 

#: ____________ 



Spelling Week 31 

Occupations 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, break the words into syllables. 

Spelling Word  Write the Word Break into syllables 
How Many 

syllables? 

ex..   spelling  spelling spel – ling 2  

dentist     

carpenter     

chef     

librarian     

illustrator     

designer     

firefighter     

policeman     

cashier     

server     

fisherman     

mechanic     

landscaper     

teacher     

mayor     

artist     

butcher     

baker     

nurse     

pilot     

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling words. Underline the 

spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: ______________________ 

 

#: ____________ 



Spelling Week 31 

Occupations 

WHAT’s MY JOB? 

Write the occupation 2 times on the lines next to the description. 

dentist carpenter chef librarian butcher 

illustrator designer firefighter policeman baker 

cashier server fisherman mechanic nurse 

landscaper teacher mayor artist pilot 

 

1. I made bread, cakes, and cookies.   
   

2. I cook food in a restaurant. 
   

3. I build and repair houses. 
   

4. I fill cavities in your teeth. 
   

5. I help people find books. 
   

6. I fix automobiles. 
   

7. I plant trees, flowers, and bushes. 
   

8. I paint, sculpt, and draw. 
   

9. I am elected to run a city. 
   

10. I create pictures for books.  
   

11. I put out fires. 
   

12. I fly planes and jets. 
   

13. 
I take care of people when they are sick. 

   

14. I cut and sell meat. 
   

15. I catch and sell fish. 
   

16. I teach students in a school. 
   

17. I work with a cash register. 
   

18. I keep people safe from crime. 
   

19. I bring your food to your table. 
   

20. I make clothes for you to wear. 
   

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling words. Underline the spelling words 

in your sentence. Be sure to use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: ______________________ 

 

#: ____________ 


